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CIRCULAR 
 
 
ANNUAL SKATERS REGISTRATION: As informed earlier, the 
Annual Skaters Registration for 2021-22 started on 2nd August 2021. 
Federation has made some changes in the rules, i.e.(i). Registration 
can be done for one year, three years, Five years & Seven years, 
(ii).Skaters can register and participate only in one discipline 
i.e.Speed Skating or Roller Hockey or Inline Hockey or Inline 
Freestyle or Artistic Skating or Inline Alpine or Inline Downhill or 
Skateboarding or Roller Freestyle or Roller Derby or Roller Scooter or 
Skate Cross. Please visit Federation website www.indiaskate.com for 
more details. 
 
As all aware, Skaters Annual Registration is mandatory for 
participation in the Club/ District/ State/ National 
Championship/Tournaments.  
 
It may also be noted and brought to the notice of all Clubs/Skaters 
that (a).While doing the online Annual Skaters Registration; special 
attention should be taken by skaters while uploading the Date of Birth 
Certificate (DOBC). Verify & make sure that the Date, Month & Year 
of Birth is mentioned in the certificate (Without which the DOBC 
becomes invalid). (b).Similarly, check whether the name recorded in 
DOBC is the same as in the School/ College records. (c).If name in 
the DOBC is recorded in local language, then make sure that the 
name is mentioned in English also. (d)The Passport Size photograph, 
which was used while doing the Annual Skaters Registration, is only 
used while doing the Online Entry for participation in any 
District/State/National Championship/Tournaments. Quality of the 
Photograph & proper posture for the portrait photograph is also 
important, as the same photo will appear in the Identity Card & 
Certificates issued during the period of registration (April to March). 
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SKATERS UNIFORM & SAFETY GEAR/EQUIPMENT: Skaters 
without standard Equipment & or Uniform are not eligible to take part 
in any Club/District/State/National Championship/Tournaments. 
Special attention is required, as Skaters can now participate only in 
one discipline (Speed Skating or Roller Hockey or Inline Hockey  or 
Inline Freestyle or Artistic Skating or Inline Alpine or Inline Downhill 
or Skateboarding or Roller Freestyle or Roller Derby or Roller Scooter 
or Skate Cross) to make sure that the participant is in proper uniform 
& having required Safety Gear/Equipment for the discipline in which 
he/she is participating. Safety Gear is necessary to guarantee their 
safety. Any skater/Rider/player taking part in RSFI/State/U.T/ 
District/Club approved Championships/Tournaments/ Coaching 
Camps/ Practice shall be responsible for his/her own safety. 

Participants compete at their own risk. Any injuries/losses caused to 
the participants during Championships/ on or off the playing area, 
Federation/State/U.T/District/Club & or Organisers/Host Association 
and or its officials shall not be responsible and or liable to meet any 
expenses/damages whatsoever. 

 
Special attention must be taken with regards to the Other Games 
disciplines: Please note the following gist of the rules: 
 
Alpine: 
Hand protection/ wrist protection: Standard fitting wrist protection has to 
be used. Alternatively cushioned gloves can be used. Elbow protection: 
Standard fitting elbow protection with protectors that can’t shift has to be 
used. Knee protection: Standard fitting knee protection with protectors 
that can’t shift has to be used. Skating Equipment: Wheels-Only linear 
arranged wheels are allowed. Three, Four or Five Wheels can be used. 
There are no limit for wheel diameter. Helmet: Standard, fitting skate or 
ski helmet has to be used. 
 
Scooter: 
Use  only a stunt scooter which adheres to the following guidelines, which 
only can be used in a competition: (a).Only non-electrical push scooters 
are permitted, (b). No foldable mechanism, (c).No toy scooters, (d).No dirt 
scooters or scooters with more than 2 wheels, (e).Wheels are not greater 
than 135mm in size, (f).Scooters must be in good working order (a rider 
will not be given additional time if their scooter breaks) 
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Downhill: 
Full-face helmet, Knee pads, Elbow pads, Wrist Guards and / or Gloves 
Back-protector, Padded shorts (hips and buttocks protection) All this 
equipment must be worn at all times while skating (helmet straps must be 
always firmly fastened). Leather-suits (as for motorbikes’ races) with back 
and knee protection is also allowed.  Skating Equipment: Only athletes 
using skates with wheels fastened in line (inline skates). Maximum of six 
wheels per skate is allowed. The maximum diameter of wheels must not 
exceed 125 mm. The skate frame must not exceed 50 cm in length (axel 
to axel). Skates must be firmly attached to the shoes. Clap skates are 
allowed without propulsive gear. Heel brakes are permitted.  

 
Skate Cross: 
Equipment: A competitor may only take part in a race with the equipment 
conforming to the following regulations. A competitor is responsible for the 
equipment that he uses. A competitor’s equipment shall consist of skates, 
helmet, knee pads, elbow pads, gloves, skate wrist guards, crash pads, 
shinbone protective and back protective.  
 
Skates: All types of skating boots are allowed. No skates with sharp point 
or any other feature that might harm other competitors are permitted. A 
skater who rides the track without helmet will be disqualified. Helmet:  All 
competitors shall wear a helmet at all times. MotoX or Mtb downhill CPSC 
bicycle helmets are allowed. The chinstrap must be properly fastened. Also 
allowed are hockey helmets, inline aggressive helmets, inline downhill 
helmets. Elbow protection / pads - Gloves / Skate Wrist guards(The gloves 
must be covered by protective pads (bare skin is not permitted and should 
at least be covered) on top of hands and wrist. The palm of the glove must 
not be removed to permit the use of bare hands.  Knee pads. In addition, it 
is recommended to wear : - shoulder protection, chest and back protection 
shield - crash pad - back protector - mouth guard - shin bone pads. 
 
For more details, the latest Technical Rules & Regulations to be 
referred. 
 
Note:No Toy skate is allowed for completion at any level(age group), 
not even for 5 to 7 years age group. If a competitor is appearing at 
the start without the mandatory equipment he/she will not be 
permitted to start. 

      Yours Faithfully 
 
 
 

       Naresh Kumar Sharma 
       General Secretary 
       Roller Skating Federation of India  

                    


